INVESTIGATION: Care Circle - November 2016

Photo 1 - Common room on second floor with broken tile, black matter, and jagged tiles (safety)
Photo 2 - Furniture stained and positioned in front of cabinets/making them inaccessible - furniture not fitting room

Photo 3 - Stained furniture with what appears to be water stains
Photo 4 - Furniture stained and positioned in front of locked door - furniture not fitting room

Photo 5 - Broken blinds
Photo 6 - Park bench in hallway with stained cover that is not fitted on the bench

Photo 7 - Phone room with dirty/peeling wall and seating that is marred and does not fit the room (blocking locked door)
Photo 8 - Cracked ceiling

Photo 9 - Marred, scratched, dirty floor in resident's room
Photo 10 - Broken light fixture that is not in use, but still hangs on resident’s wall

Photo 11 - Marred, stained, dirty table in resident’s room that is in front of radiator-doesn’t fit in room
Photo 12 - Buckling wall, cracking, stained in resident's room behind radiator

Photo 13 - Wall separating from frame in resident's room
Photo 14 - Flooring in resident's room that is splintered, dirty, missing pieces of floor boards, and has evident holes.

Photo 15 - Appearance of missing parts of the wall and evident cracking behind radiator in resident's room.
Photo 16 - Ripped/worn bedding for residents

Photo 17 - Stained/worn pillow and case for resident
Photo 18 - Paint peeled and marred bed frame for resident

Photo 19 - Hole in wall in resident’s room
Photo 20 - Broken furniture in resident's room

Photo 21 - Buckling ceiling in resident’s room
Photo 22 - Hole in wall

Photo 23 - Broken floorboards in resident's room
Photo 24 - Filthy closet for resident’s clothing

Photo 25 - Peeling paint and cracks inside resident’s closet
Photo 26 - Pieces of wood are stored in resident's closet amongst resident's clothing

Photo 27 - Another photo of the wood in the resident's closet
Photo 28 - Marred, scratched, and stained furniture for resident

Photo 29 - Stained and torn shade for window in resident’s room
Photo 30 - Cabinet in resident’s room that is dirty, rusted, and has pieces of trash on the shelf

Photo 31 - Dead and alive bugs and their castings in resident’s room
Photo 32 - Dead and alive bugs and their castings in resident’s room

Photo 33 - More dead and alive bugs and their castings in resident’s room
Photo 34 - Ripped and stained chair in resident's room in addition to pieces of flooring missing

Photo 35 - Table broken and pieces of flooring missing in resident’s room
Photo 36 - Scratched, dirty, and pieces of flooring missing

Photo 37 - Handle missing to open window in resident’s room
Photo 38 - Dirt and cigarette butts inside radiator and surrounding radiator

Photo 39 - Resident’s bedframe appears broken and is stained and caked in dirt
Photo 40 - Another photo of the dirt caked on the resident’s bedframe

Photo 41 - Resident’s bed that does not have sheets
Photo 42 - Dirt and cigarette butts on end table. Table is dirty, marred, and pieces appear to be broken

Photo 43 - Resident end table that has numerous pieces of tile missing and is caked in dirt
Photo 44 - Blanket for resident that is covered in debris and dirt

Photo 45 - Window sill with ashes and dirt
Photo 46 - Cable for television running from outside through the open window that cannot shut if resident wants television access

Photo 47 - Buckling of ceiling and cracks in the hallway
Photo 48 - Unknown black substance, missing pieces of wall, and cracks under drinking fountain in hallway

Photo 49 - No cups for drinking fountain
Photo 50 - Missing tile and unknown black matter on the floor in the bathroom for residents

Photo 51 - Another photo of bathroom tile black matter
Photo 52 - Bathroom door broken

Photo 53 - Second floor bathroom shower tiles are broken, cracked, and pieces are missing
Photo 54 - Missing pieces on door hardware

Photo 55 - Another photo of the broken shower tiles
Photo 56 - Grab bar is rusted and there is unknown black matter present

Photo 57 - Shower curtain is stained and the bottom appears to be very dark
Photo 58 - Cracked and missing tile around toilet

Photo 59 - Missing bathroom floor tile and the presence of an unknown black substance
Photo 60 - Inside bathroom cabinet with black unknown matter, rust, peeling paint, stains, cracks

Photo 61 - A shelf in the bathroom cabinet (owners state that cabinet is not in use, but residents do not have an option to use it due to the current conditions-it is accessible for their use and is not locked)
Photo 62 - Fan in resident’s room, caked in dust and unknown particles

Photo 63 - Broken dresser in resident’s room
Photo 64 - Piece of broken furniture behind dresser in resident’s room

Photo 65 - Stained pillow and pillowcase in resident’s room
Photo 66 - Stained mattress in resident’s room and black unknown substance

Photo 67 - Crack in ceiling in resident’s room
Photo 68 - Stained and marred chair in resident’s room

Photo 69 - Door missing pieces of wood, cracked, and with holes in resident’s room
Photo 70 - Dirt and missing tiles in hallways

Photo 71 - Bathtub that is stained has the presence of unknown black matter and is flaking pieces of glaze/paint
Photo 72 - Broken tiles, dirt, unknown black matter, stains on flooring and bottom of tub

Photo 73 - Bathroom decoration is caked in dirt has pieces of trash inside container
Photo 74 - Shower curtain does not fit shower/tub unit and the bottom of curtain is stained and has presence of unknown black matter

Photo 75 - Crack in the floor tile next to the shower/tub unit
Photo 76 - Unknown object that is broken with a sharp object protruding from the bathroom mirror

Photo 77 - Broken and dirty floor tiles
Photo 78 - Layers of caked dust/particles on the emergency lights on third floor

Photo 79 - Another photo of caked dust/particles on the emergency lights on third floor
Photo 80 - Broken floor tile in resident room

Photo 81 - Outdoor chair used as seating in resident’s room that is dirty
Photo 82 - Missing flooring, rust, caked dirt, and presence of unknown black matter around radiator in resident’s room

Photo 83 - Stains, dirty, missing flooring in resident’s room
Photo 84 - Dead bug on wall in resident’s room

Photo 85 - Crack in wall in resident's room
Photo 86 - Washcloth in resident’s room that is tattered and torn

Photo 87 - Missing flooring in resident's room
Photo 88 - Broken tile in flooring in resident's room

Photo 89 - Banister missing pieces
Photo 90 - Stained wall in resident's room

Photo 91 - Missing flooring in resident's room that has presence of black matter, dirt, stains, and cracks
Photo 92 - Stained lampshade in resident's room

Photo 93 - Crack in wall in resident's room
Photo 94 - Staining on ceiling

Photo 95 - Dirt, holes in wall, cracks, peeling paint, presence of unknown black matter surrounding window frame in resident’s room
Photo 96 - Another photo of resident’s window frame

Photo 97 - Missing pieces of wall, holes, cracks
Photo 98 - Resident’s window frame with missing pieces of plaster/wood and dirt/unknown particles

Photo 99 - Wall in resident’s room that is stained, missing pieces of plaster/wood, holes, cracks, dirt, and unknown black matter
Photo 100 - Ceiling/top of wall in resident’s room that is stained, cracked, dirty, presence of unknown black matter

Photo 101 - Stained, cracked, marred flooring in resident's room with the presence of unknown black matter
Photo 102 - Dirt, stained, unknown particles stuck to dresser in resident's room

Photo 103 - Window sill in resident's room with dirt/unknown particles
Photo 104 - Piece of frame separating from window

Photo 105 - Radio covered in dirt and unknown black matter, surrounded by dirt/stained/unknown black matter on floor
Photo 106 - Dirt and unknown particles at the foot of bed, on the floor and cracks in the wall

Photo 107 - Outdoor benches for residents are broken and overlap
Photo 108 - Another photo of outdoor bench for residents that are broken and overlap

Photo 109 - Another photo of the outdoor bench for residents
Photo 110 - Another photo of outdoor park bench for residents

Photo 111 - Dining room table with 8 chairs that do not allow residents to enter and exit table in a comfortable manner
Photo 112- Torn communal furniture that has been “fixed” with duct tape

Photo 113- Pipe in “dining area” is caked with various particles/substances and covered in dust
Photo 114 - Pipe in "dining area" has tear

Photo 115 - Pipe in dining area has second tear and is caving in
Photo 116 - "Snack" is available for one person

Photo 117 - Ceiling tiles stained
Photo 118 - Door with pieces of wood missing

Photo 119 - Broken/stained furniture in resident's room
Photo 120 - Resident had to buy own plug for bathroom and dresser is stained/scratched and marred

Photo 121 - Stained resident's pillow-no pillow case
Photo 122 - Resident's bed is blocking locked door (furniture not appropriately fitted into room)

Photo 123 - Stained/dirty chair in resident's room
Photo 124 - Dirt/unknown particles caking radiator/electrical outlet/and floor

Photo 125 - Dirty/trash/unknown particles on floor/radiator and cracks in wall
Photo 126 - Marred/missing paint on flooring in resident’s room

Photo 127 - Stained mattress in resident’s room
Photo 128 - Needle on floor of resident’s closet

Photo 129 - Broken/missing pieces of flooring
Photo 130 - Inside of cabinet

Photo 131 - Dirt/unknown particles on floor and crack in wall
Photo 132 - Broken resident's door

Photo 133 - Ceiling tile caving into resident's room
Photo 134 - Cracks in the wall of resident's room

Photo 135 - Crack in the wall of resident's room
Photo 136 - Rusted/dirt/unknown particles on base of resident’s bedroom lamp

Photo 137 - Marred, scratched, stained dresser in resident’s room
Photo 138 - Dresser is blocking fireplace in resident’s room (furniture does not fit room)

Photo 139 - Caked dust on window in resident’s room
Photo 140 - Ripped plastic mattress covering

Photo 141 - Stained/peeling bathtub with the presence of a unknown black substance
Photo 142 - Hole in ceiling of roof